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What is gentle discipline? 

Gentle discipline is not about catering to
your child's needs and emotions. it's about
helping them understand their needs and
emotions so that they can make better
decisions, express them, and have better
control over their emotions and impulses. 

respectful parenting is about responding 
 (not reacting!) it's about treating the
cause (emotion) not the symptom (behavior)

you can discipline your children without
punishment (yelling, spanking, threatening,
manipulating. taking their toys away,
counting to 3, putting them in time out, etc)
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Gentle discipline is:

hands on, guiding, regulating,

communicating, correcting, redirecting,

teaching, understanding, positive, respectful,

emotional, kind, and using "no" strategically.

Gentle discipline is not:

permissive, manipulative, disrespectful, 

negative, controlling, aggressive, or

punishment.

it's worth it and it's never too late to start!
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picture this
as parents, we often tell our kids to treat others

the way they want to be treated. picture these
traditional parenting responses and why they

aren't effective:

scenario: response:
imagine having a

terrible, awful day.
you come home and

start to cry

then imagine your
loved ones start
yelling at you to

"stop crying!"

imagine your boss
barging into your

office

then imagine that
they yell and demand

you to clean up a
project file right

this second
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picture this
scenario: response:

imagine confiding in
your best friend

about what you're
going through

then imagine them
telling you that

you're a drama queen
and it's not that bad

imagine you make an
honest mistake like
getting a parking

ticket

then imagine a police
officer smacking you
to "teach you your

lesson"

do any of these responses sound appropriate?
why does it sound so cruel and abusive when we
frame these scenarios for adults? why would

you ever expect them to work when
approaching your children this way? there is a
better way and we can discipline our children

with kindess and understanding! 
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give grace
Be Kind to Yourself
remember to give yourself grace and

kindness. you only know what you have

been taught or have experienced first hand.

use this opportunity to learn and grow as

a parent! let's dive into learning about why

tantrums and difficult behaviors happen

and how we can parent with understanding.

before you can reach a child's head, you

must first reach their heart. every behavior

is communicating a need. let's learn more

about responding to your child's needs -

not reacting to difficult behavior. 
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tantrums and difficult behaviors have root
causes that usually fall into two categories: 

 
1) basic needs not being met 

2) love languages not being fulfilled

children's basic emotional needs:
1) love
2) freedom
3) power
4) safety
5) fun

children's love languages:
1) acts of service 
2) gifts 
3) physical touch 
4) quality time 
5) words of affirmation

education
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Children's Basic Emotional Needs
1) love 

the need for connection and attention

2) freedom
the need to make their own choices and
decisions

3) power
the need to feel challenged and
accomplished 

4) safety
the need to feel safe and have their 
physical needs met (food, shelter, sleep, etc)

5) fun
the need to play, laugh, run, explore
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Children's Love Languages

1) acts of service 
this might look like your child frequently
asking for your help with something they
already know how to do themselves

2) gifts 
this might look like a child who is attached
to certain toys or talks frequently about
what they want for their birthday/christmas

3) physical touch 
this might look like a child eager to climb on
you, hold your hand, or cuddle frequently

4) quality time 
this might look like a child who is asking you
to do things with them, play with them, watch
tv together, etc

5) words of affirmation
this might look like a child showing you
something or saying "mom, look!" frequently
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How does this approach work?

Gentle discipline and understanding parenting

are based on the goal to connect with your

child, teach them about their emotions, and

provide them with safer or more appropriate

options to express the emotion behind the

behavior. providing children with appropriate

choices empowers them and makes them feel

like they are in control.

now that we've looked at why behaviors

happen (basic needs not being met or love

languages not being fulfilled), let's discuss

how to act and correct the behavior. 
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A: acknowledge the feelings
(calmly combine language with feelings) 

i can see that you're upset.

C: communicate the limit or boundary
it's okay to feel upset.

Would you like to throw a ball outside or

throw paper airplanes inside?

T; target another choice

it's not okay to throw our toys.

They could break or hurt someone.

if your child is not listening or choosing 
a behavior that needs corrected: you need to act!

(you may need to repeat certain steps)
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A: acknowledge their feelings 

calmly combine language with feelings 

"I can see that you're frustrated"

C: communicate by asking questions
can you tell me what's wrong? how can i

help you? Are you hungry? Are you tired?

do you want to do something different?

T: target a solution by providing choices
Would you like cheerios or a granola bar

for a snack? Do you want to read one or

two books before your nap? Do you want to

go play outside or draw inside?

if you aren't sure what's wrong, try this:
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one:

Reminders

your tone is incredibly important! avoid
being harsh or casting blame. aim to
understand and use a soft but firm voice.
children will remember the way we made
them feel more than the words we used. 

two:
not every tip or suggestion will work for
you. there is no one-size-fits-all parenting
style. keep what works for you/your child!

three:
an escalated parent cannot de-escalate
an escalated child. remain calm and focus
on communication and understanding.
identify emotions and root needs together.
treat the cause (not the symptom!)
              (emotion)           (behavior)
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four:

Reminders

boundaries and limits are different than
control. boundaries provide a child with a
safe range of freedom. control is being
told what to do and when. use boundaries,
not control tactics. expect kids to push
boundaries - it helps them learn.

five:

every behavior communicates a need. you
are your child's need detector.  remember
that they are trying to tell you
something. children do the best they can
with the limited skills they have. it's our
job to teach them how to regulate their
emotions and express their needs. emotions
are not something to stop. they are
something to work through. 
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six:

Reminders
expressing emotions is not a bad thing!
parent with understanding and guide your
children to learn how to communicate
their needs. if your child is experiencing a
tantrum, ensure they are safe and let them
express their emotions. use de-escalation
techniques (like a cool down corner) to
help them calm down. do not reward
difficult behavior with your attention. if
they are safe, let them know you are
available to talk when they calm down.

seven:
patience is not a personal trait, it is a
social skill you can access when you need
it. just like friendliness. you can choose to
be friendly or not. if you are struggling
with patience, ask yourself why you are
having trouble accessing it. 
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eight:

Reminders
children expressing difficult behavior or
emotions are not giving you a hard time -
they are having a hard time! they are
struggling and need you to teach them new
skills and coping mechanisms. it takes time. 

nine:

ten:
not everyone is going to understand your
approach to positive/gentle parenting. aim
to educate them on why you've chosen this
method. if they will be caring for your
child(ren), make sure you are on the same
page. otherwise, agree to disagree.

you don't have to agree with your child's
behaviors to acknowledge their feelings.
you cannot access a child's head without
accessing their heart first! 
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Set up a Calming Corner

if your child is having a hard time calming down, try

asking: "do you need a hug or do you need your own

space in the calming corner?

calming corners (or cool down corners) consider the

child's needs. they should be designed to help children

calm down, not punish them for a behavior. calming

corners might include sensory toys, books, breathing

exercises, cozy spots to sit or touch, pictures, or

emotion charts. cool down time doesn't restrain

children and they are free to leave at any time.

enforcing time outs can be hurtful and shameful.

telling a child to "think about what they did" does not

teach them to make better choices, they do not have

developed reasoning skills or the needed attention span

yet. they don't need time out to teach them. they need

you to teach them! 

a better alternative to time outs
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Set up a Yes Space

a yes space is a designated space within your

home that is safely enclosed. inside the yes

space children will find developmentally

appropriate and safe toys that they can play

with. a "yes" space shouldn't include any items

that are off-limits to the child. ensure your

children are thriving within their limits (and

developmental stage) by introducing simple

discipline like this at young ages. creating a

"yes" space allows you to save your "no's" for

safety reasons. using the word no

strategically will also help your child

understand when no means no. 
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time outs

instead of: 

Language
try:

calming corners

"stop crying!" "how can i help you?"

"you will not
talk to me like

that!"

"it's okay to be upset.
it's not okay to yell

at mommy."

"you are making

me so _______"
"i feel _____ when you 

________"

"you do not say
no to me!"

"look at me, say okay,
and stay calm"
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instead of: try:

"not right now" "yes, when ________"

"you should have
________" 

"next time, let's try
_________"

"look at me -
i'm talking to you!" 

"if you can hear me,
touch your ______"

coaxing with
promise of a reward

creating a coping
strategy together

"you know better
than that!"

ask ?s and teach
accountability by
fixing it together

Language
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instead of: try:

don't! 
stop! 

you can't! 

please use ____. 
let's try______. 

first _____then._____

You're okay! are you okay?

go play

it's okay to feel
nervous. you can stay
with me until you feel

ready to go play.

what's the
matter/wrong

with you?

i can see you are upset.
can you tell me what
you need? how can I

help you?

Language
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instead of: try:

say hi to ____!

i know you're still
warming up to ______.

you can say hi when
you're ready.

say you're sorry!

(model empathy)
look, ____ is sad/hurt.
how can we help them

feel better?

Language

use your words

what do you need?
okay. next time you

can say __________.
 

or
 

if you need _______
you can ask by saying
__________________
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too young for discipline? 

is your child,,,

try this: 

in action

ask your child to wave goodbye. if
they can, they are ready and able to
follow simple instructions/commands

so how do you discipline a child too young for

simple instructions? young children may have the

language skills to understand, but they may not

be able to talk back to you. in this case, it's not

about understanding. it's about having self-

regulation skills to control their impulses when

they hear the word "no". when they don't have

these skills yet, it's best to create a "yes" space. 

if they can't, try this:
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hitting, pushing, kicking, punching,
biting, pinching, or acting out?

is your child,,,

try this: 
I will not let you (fill in the blank)

if they continue:
T) "I see you're having a hard time not ________.

Do you need my help stopping or are you going

to do it on your own?

if they still continue:
t) it looks like you're still having a hard time. i'm

going to help you by holding your hands. when

you decide to be gentle with them, i'll let them

go. validate frustration and offer alternatives.

(hit a pillow, bite a teething toy, etc)

that hurts your friends.

in action

A/C) I see that you are upset, but 
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on the verge of a meltdown/tantrum?

is your child,,,

try this: 
A/c: you're doing all the things you
know you shouldn't and that tells
me you need something. 
"what do you need?"

if they aren't sure or don't answer, ask:
C: are you hungry/thirsty?
    are you tired?
    are you frustrated? 

...then help them find a solution!
offer choices & redirect

T:

in action
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acting tired or not wanting to nap?

is your child,,,

try this: 

a: your choices are telling me you are tired.
C: sleeping keeps us healthy and it's time for
bed now. t: would you like to read one or
two books before laying down?

bedtime tips:
stay consistent, give them your undivided
attention, give your child options (reading 1
or 2 books, singing 1 or 2 songs, nightlight
on or off, ask what their favorite part of
the day was, create a fun nightly tradition
to look forward to. wind down in the room)

in action
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having difficulty learning to share or
take turns?

is your child,,,

try this: 

sharing tips:

in action

A: I see that you are upset because you
want that toy. that's hard. 
C: i will set a timer and you can both
switch toys in 3 minutes. 
T: Do you want to read a book or play
with your _____ until its your turn?

don't force sharing or taking turns if it's
not right for you. encourage it and model
appropriate behavior but if they choose
otherwise, respect their choice.
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learning to potty train?

is your child,,,

try this: 

in action

first, make sure your child is showing signs of
potty training readiness. 

a: do you need to potty? i see you holding
yourself. you might be feeling like you need
to go.  

c: we are going to try sitting on the potty
soon. -or- it's okay to be nervous but we're
going to try together soon.

t: do you want to sit on the potty now or
after lunch? - or - do you want to sit on the
little potty or mommy's big potty?
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telling you no after you said no?

is your child,,,

try this: 

in action

a: hearing no is hard. i know you are upset.

c: it's okay to be upset, but let's try

working this out.

t: do you want to take a deep breath or

hug me? (another alternative might be

suggesting a few minutes in their calming

corner. giving more than 2 choices can be

overwhelming for children - always start

with 2. if they decline the choices, offer

more).
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Remove toys from the kids' bedroom
children's brains reset to the ambiance of the

room they are in. if it is full of toys, their brain is

getting ready to play. play is a child's main job.

having toys in the room is just like if you were to

move your work desk into your bedroom. you

might have trouble falling asleep at night

thinking about all of the work you need to get

done. 

Watch what you say about your
kids in front of your kids
be careful to watch your words. they can turn

into insecurities, resentment, or confusion.
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Rotate toys
rotate toys day by day. keep some toys in an easily

accessible storage area and bring the others out

each morning. this helps keep clutter to a minimum

and helps to prevent boredom. 

Avoid asking a child why they did
something

children are learning and often don't know why

they did something. change your question to a

statement and help them understand what they

might be feeling.

Seek Support
find other like-minded parents for support
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Get on their level
remove physical barriers by getting down to their

eye level

Don't tell them what they can't do
talk to children about what they can do!

Avoid rewards or bribes
avoid rewards or if you ______ then you can have

______ statements. rewards don't help children

cope through hard moments. 

Be Confident
it's okay to not know how to handle a certain

situation. stay confident and do your best!
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Teach baby sign language
young children can often get frustrated when we

don't understand their needs or attempts to

communicate. teaching them a few baby signs can

help reduce their frustration and tantrums.

Embrace your inner teacher
discipline is not about what you need from your

child - it's about what your child needs from you!

(to learn!)

Adopt a learning mindset
educate yourself on a better way! you can only

give what you already have. you only know what

you've already been taught. 
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tips
How to approach your partner
if your partner has a different parenting style than

you, approach them with a forward looking mindset.

rather than saying what hasn't been working or

what they've done wrong, let them know there's

something else you'd like to try together. timing and

tone are very important during difficult

conversations! 

Avoid negativity

the best way to get positive results is through positive

reinforcement. 

Aim to Understand
instead of parenting with your ego and emotions,

switch to a "i'm here for you" mindset.
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